
Newton ISD Student Dress Code 2021-2022 
 
 
1. All clothing must fit properly, not too tight or loose and be free of holes, tears, and/or scuffs. 

NO leggings or “jeggings” of any color will be allowed. 
2. Pants or jeans, knee length shorts and skirts, jumper dresses or capris (with belt loops) may be 

navy, black, khaki, or gray twill or denim (jeans are acceptable as long as they have no holes, 
tears, frays, and or scuffs). Cargo shorts, leggings, or “jeggings” are not allowed. Pants, shorts, 
skirts or capris must fit at the waist and have belt loops. Embellishments or designs are not 
permitted on clothing of any kind including jeans. 

3. Acceptable shirts are: any polo style solid color (except white) with buttons, campus, 
organizational, club, college, or spirit shirts.  

4. Shoes must be fully enclosed (toes and heel). NO HEELS, WEDGES, SANDALS, 
CROCS, OR FLOP FLOPS are allowed. 

5. Belts will be worn. 
6. Tags, labels, or logos on pants, skirts, jumper dresses, shorts, capris, or shirts may not be 

larger than a quarter 
7. Free choice of jackets.  
8. Haircuts and hairstyles must be kept neat with no designs or lettering cut in the hair. 
9. Males must be clean shaven. 
10. Boys are not permitted to wear earrings, or any other objects in their ears and may not have any 

other visible piercings. 
11. No body piercings will be allowed except for girls’ earrings. 
12. No tattoos may be visible. 
13. Middle and high school students will be allowed to wear their school issued team shirt or jersey 

on game days. 
14. No caps, hats, hoods, bandanas, nylon head coverings, head scarves, etc. will be allowed to 

be worn inside the building. 
15. Hair color must be kept a natural hair color. 
16. Clothing/hair may be deemed inappropriate at the administrator’s discretion. 
17. Student masks and face coverings may not be bandana print, political affiliated, inappropriate 

words, or symbols, and will be subject to administrator discretion. 
 
 
Approved: 5/17/2021 


